
U-Pod Plus
Urinal Deodorizer, Descaler and Cleaner

Appearance and odor........................ White casing, solid with pleasant odor.

Specific Gravity..................................  N/D

VOC................................................... N/A

Omega Industrial Supply, Inc.
Fairfield, CA  94534

1-800-571-7347   www.onlyomega.com   Fax: 707-864-8134 

Areas of Use:
* Men’s urinals
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U-POD PLUS is a powerful cleaner and descaler that

removes years of calculus build-up in pipes and pre-

vents new build-up from forming.  It also helps prevent

costly plumbing bills due to build-up in pipes.  U-POD
PLUS eliminates a major source of urinal odors deep in

the pipes and emits a light, fresh scent.  No tools, tapes

or screws required for a simple, seconds-only installa-

tion; easy refill cartridge for fast servicing.  No metal

parts to create rust or scratch on porcelain.  Contains

no paradichlorobenzene, a possible carcinogen.

Gentle on pipes  - no harsh cleaners.  Semi-permanent

bracket reduces waste from each use.  Refill cartridge

made with #5 recyclable plastic.  U-POD PLUS with its

flexible design, fits most urinals, providing unlimited

men’s restroom placement opportunities.

Directions: Step 1: Remove the mounting bracket,

cartridge and fragrance cap from their packaging. Each

starter kit includes a pair of gloves. Step 2: Orient the

mounting bracket with the arrowhead extensions point-

ing up with the mounting bracket facing you on the top

of the bracket and the bottom.  Position the arrowhead extensions of

the mounting bracket straight up and down to line up with two water

opening holes along the top inner rim of the urinal.  Push the arrow-

heads straight into the water opening until the unit securely hangs

from the holes. NOTE: It is okay to bend the arrowhead extensions
as necessary in the order to reach the water opening holes.  Step 3:

Assemble Cartridge by inserting  the fragrance cap into the front of

the Cartridge.  Holding the Cartridge so Omega Logo is facing out,

slide the bottom of the until into the bracket first, followed by the top

until it “snaps” into place.  


